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COMPETING THEORIES OF  
NONVIOLENT POLITICS

KARUNA MANTENA

Nonviolent political action is a distinctive genre of political pro-
test identified most closely with mass disobedience and radical acts 
of non- cooperation. As a self- conscious form of political action, 
it is primarily a twentieth- century invention. While instances and 
ideas of conscientious dissent and disobedience, non- resistance 
and passive resistance, as well as contentious politics in the form 
of boycotts, strikes, and work stoppages have longer histories and 
genealogies, it was M. K. Gandhi’s innovations that originated the 
modern theory and practice of nonviolent politics.1 The name 
Gandhi designated to signal the novelty on nonviolent politics 
was the neologism satyagraha, which in the midcentury came to 
be translated as nonviolent direct action. Today, it is commonly 
referred to as nonviolent resistance or civil resistance.

In the century that has passed since Gandhi’s first mass satya-
graha campaigns, activists have emulated and adapted nonviolent 
protest in various global settings, most prominently in the midcen-
tury US Civil Rights Movement and in anti- authoritarian struggles 
from the 1980s to the Arab Spring.2 In its globalization, how-
ever, the meaning and practice of nonviolence has significantly 
changed. One especially notable development has been the rise 
to prominence of the school of strategic nonviolence. A key feature 
of classical nonviolence, associated most prominently with Gan-
dhi and Martin Luther King, was the claim that nonviolent direct 
action was both morally and practically superior to violence in wag-
ing political conflict, overcoming oppression and injustice, and 
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advancing social change. In the last half- century, however, among 
theorists, advocates, and practitioners of nonviolence, the balance 
has definitively shifted toward endorsing nonviolence on purely 
strategic or pragmatic grounds.3

Gene Sharp is credited, and rightly so, with inaugurating and 
consolidating the turn toward strategic nonviolence.4 Sharp was 
a committed war resister and self- styled disciple of Gandhi, who, 
from the 1960s onward, began to systemize what he termed non-
violent technique. Developing technique involved documenting case 
studies of successful nonviolent struggles and, from this archive, 
building explanatory theory and a repertoire of effective nonvio-
lent strategies and tactics. For Sharp, the advantage of focusing on 
strategic or pragmatic technique over moral or principled argu-
ments for nonviolence was threefold. First, it was more descrip-
tively true to the way nonviolence worked in practice; he argued 
that the overwhelming majority of participants in nonviolent 
movements were neither pacifists nor absolutist defenders of non-
violence. Second, learning successful strategy from past political 
experience rather than abstract debates on tactics would better 
equip activists in the throes of political struggle. Finally, demon-
strating pragmatic success would be the most persuasive argument 
for nonviolence against skeptics of all stripes. For Sharp, the last 
two aspects were crucial for realizing the long- term goal of replac-
ing violent methods of political struggle.

Sharp’s innovations were profoundly influential both for the 
global dissemination of nonviolent tactics as well as in defining 
the academic field of study of nonviolent resistance, so much so 
that in the last decades he has become the international icon and 
standard- bearer for nonviolence.5 In this respect, the model of stra-
tegic nonviolence has made possible some truly impressive practi-
cal and theoretical achievements. And yet with this consolidation 
and celebration there is a danger of losing sight of the diversity 
of ways that nonviolence has and can be practiced. More specifi-
cally, strategic theories tend to ignore or underestimate the politi-
cal valence of some key elements of classical nonviolence— such as 
the dynamics of discipline, suffering, and conversion— which are 
often dismissed as outworn ethical and religious ideas.

Strategic nonviolence is premised upon a sharp contrast with 
principled nonviolence. Most often associated with pacifism and figures 
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like Gandhi and King, principled nonviolence is characterized as a 
religious, spiritual commitment that its critics view as unnecessary 
for the successful practice of nonviolence.6 Principled nonviolence 
is most often defined as an ethical practice and choice— a creed or 
way of life. As a result, it is also often devoid of political content. 
Especially in the work of its critics, principled nonviolence has 
become something of a straw man, a placeholder for a variety naïve, 
apolitical convictions such as a belief in harmony and an aversion 
to conflict, a focus on moral purity and the intrinsic value of action, 
and an ethical objection to all forms of coercion.7

This chapter is framed by a fundamental doubt about the 
cogency of this distinction between strategic and principled non-
violence and the work it does in obscuring the theoretical under-
pinnings of nonviolent politics. Neither strategic nor principled 
models as currently conceived capture the most innovative and 
distinctive features of classical nonviolent politics, namely how the 
moral- ethical and political were creatively imbricated. Consider, 
for example, the myriad ways in which Gandhi and King staged 
dissent in nonviolent protest via displays of self- discipline or self- 
suffering. Crucially, they did so because they understood these eth-
ical practices to be an essential part of the strategic logic and tac-
tical dynamic of nonviolence. That is, ethical practice and moral 
orientation associated with nonviolence were valued not only for 
intrinsic but also for instrumental reasons; they were thought to be 
uniquely efficacious in conditions of deep conflict.

Many critics have questioned the strategic- principled distinc-
tion on normative, political, and analytical grounds. In abandon-
ing nonviolence’s creedal vision, critics argue that Sharp’s focus 
on pure technique strips nonviolence of any ethical grounding; 
nonviolent methods themselves appear neutral and readily adapt-
able by any political movement, even those seeking “evil” ends. For 
others, strategic and pragmatic nonviolence amounts to a “moder-
ate Machiavellianism,” aimed simply at short- term political gains 
and victories rather than more radical, revisionary, and transfor-
mative politics.8 Critics have questioned the sharpness of the dis-
tinction itself, and contend that the two forms of nonviolence 
involve elements of their supposed opposite, and therefore are 
better understood as lying on a “continuum” rather than a strict 
binary.9 In this, they rightly point out that the main architects of 
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principled nonviolence such as Gandhi and King “also grounded 
their nonviolent actions on pragmatic and strategic excellence.”10 
All of these critical positions aim to reunite strategic and princi-
pled nonviolence, either by enclosing strategic technique within a 
principled framework11 or by blurring the line between the two.12

I want to turn the discussion in the opposite direction and 
think more capaciously about the diversity of strategic theories 
and orientations. My contention is that there is more than one 
way to understand, conceptualize, and theorize the strategic logic 
of nonviolence. Rather than collapse the distinction between the 
so- called pragmatic and the principled, instead, I offer an alter-
native classification of competing strategic theories of nonviolent 
politics. These I characterize as nonviolence as collective power ver-
sus nonviolence as disciplined action. This classification will some-
times overlap with the existing strategic- principled distinction. But 
I especially want to resist equating disciplined action with prin-
cipled nonviolence, for the reasons outlined above. Principled 
nonviolence implies the privileging of ethical commitment and 
orientation over political objectives and is thereby shorn of any 
strategic dimension. By contrast, I take both collective power and 
disciplined action to be strategic theories of nonviolent politics, 
albeit premised on different theories of politics and, hence, offer-
ing different accounts of how the dynamics of political mobiliza-
tion and protest work.

The chapter begins with a discussion of nonviolence as col-
lective power and the theory of politics that underpins it. I fore-
ground and analyze two key elements: the social theory of power 
as elaborated most influentially by Gene Sharp, and nonviolence 
as a technique of mass mobilization. For a discussion of the latter, I 
turn to Krishnalal Shridharani’s War without Violence, an important 
early interpretation of nonviolence as an insurgent form of mass 
power. I then analyze nonviolence as disciplined action and delin-
eate more precisely its conceptual logic. The two aspects I focus 
on are its ontology of action and its account of the persuasive 
logic of nonviolent discipline. I begin by placing Gandhian satya-
graha alongside skeptical theories of action that highlight the psy-
chological burdens and frustrations of action. I then explore the 
ways in which disciplined action and its orientation toward per-
suasion navigate the inherent dilemmas of action and transform 
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the affective dynamics of political conflict. I conclude with some 
thoughts on what is theoretically and politically at stake in diversi-
fying theoretical models of nonviolent politics.

Defining Collective Power: Waging 
War without Violence

Regularly dismissed as naïve pacifism, impractical, and akin to 
weakness and compromise, nonviolence has always faced severe 
skepticism. This in part compels the recourse to a categorical dis-
tinction between moral and political accounts of nonviolence. 
Combating such skepticism has been one of the salutary contri-
butions of the paradigm of strategic nonviolence. What has been 
especially cogent is its insistence that nonviolence be viewed as a 
theory of action rather than a restrictive political morality or eth-
ics (defined, for instance, by severe injunctions against war and 
violence). Characterizing nonviolence as a theory of action rebuts 
implications of passivity, inaction, or a turning away from politics. 
Rather than the avoidance of conflict, Sharp, for instance, dubs 
it “an active technique of struggle”; it is a special type of action 
that aims to show “how to wield power effectively” and wage “con-
flict without violence.”13 Gandhi pursued a similar form of polemic 
when he sharply differentiated satyagraha from passive resistance. 
In his terms, satyagraha was “pure soul- force,” a “power” that “calls 
for intense activity.”14

Understood as a political technique, nonviolent action would 
also differ from a purely aspirational, exemplary, or “prefigurative” 
politics, as implied, for example, in the bumper- sticker slogan, 
“be the change.”15 Here, nonviolent action is often conceived as a 
form of embodied ethical practice. This view posits a tight unity of 
means and ends such that action’s primary function is to express 
intrinsic values or principles. In contrast to ethical practice, the 
idea of strategic action at its core implies a field of iterative social 
interaction. Nonviolent action emerges then as a method of politi-
cal contestation, conflict, and struggle, aimed at overcoming oppo-
sition to achieve specific goals and change structures of power. In 
Weberian terms, it is not just value- rational, but also instrumentally 
rational. I take all of these features to be definitionally true of both 
disciplined action and nonviolence as collective power.
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A theory of action also implies a theory of politics, a set of back-
ground assumptions about the nature and sources of political con-
flict, where the main practical impediments to political change lay, 
and how they manifest themselves. It then posits forms of action 
that would be most successful at overcoming them to effect pro-
gressive change. It is here that we can begin to meaningfully distin-
guish collective power and disciplined action. I hope to show that 
they stem from disparate theories of politics, and hence emphasize 
different political strategies and tactics, which, ultimately, issue in 
divergent forms of nonviolent protest.

The picture of politics implied by the strategic perspective 
emphasizes the contestation of power, of generating and wielding 
power to confront and disrupt existing structures of power. I term 
this view nonviolence as collective power, because its two central the-
oretical elements are a distinct theory of power— what Gene Sharp 
terms the social view of power— and an account of how mass mobi-
lization can be used to challenge and remake power relations.

The social view of power posits a strong empirical theory of con-
sent or obedience.16 It extends a broadly Humean intuition that, 
following the eighteenth- century formulation, “all government is 
founded on opinion.”17 That is, government is premised on the 
actual and voluntary as opposed to the hypothetical or formal con-
sent of the people as the fundamental root of authority, legitimacy, 
and power. For Sharp, consent to authority has a psychological 
component— obedience— as well as a material one, namely, coop-
eration or collaboration. These two features— popular consent 
and cooperation— have been foundational to nonviolent politics 
since its invention. In one of his earliest formulations Gandhi 
argued that “in politics, it [satyagraha] is based on the immutable 
maxim, that government of the people is possible only so long 
as they consent either consciously or unconsciously to be gov-
erned.”18 In a similar vein, in Hind Swaraj, Gandhi provocatively 
claimed that “the English have not taken India; we have given it to 
them. They are not in India because of their strength, but because 
we keep them.”19 In more material terms, he contended that with-
out Indian lawyers, judges, civil servants, policemen, and soldiers, 
the English could not maintain their rule over India. For Gandhi, 
all regimes— even the most authoritarian— were based on the 
acquiescence and collaboration of the many and could never be 
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sustained by pure force. The implication was that all regimes could 
also be disrupted by the withdrawal of that consent on a mass 
scale. This logic was famously enacted in the theory and practice 
of mass non- cooperation, a nonviolent strategy to dramatize disaf-
fection, disrupt the machinery of government, and dilute sources 
of governmental support to undermine state authority.

For Sharp, this theory of power/consent is the great innovation 
and conceptual heart of Gandhian nonviolence.20 It foregrounded 
what he calls “the social roots of political power.” A ruler’s power 
is neither intrinsic nor self- sustaining but dependent on the abil-
ity to command obedience and mobilize resources that have their 
roots in a plurality of social relationships and institutions.21 Hence, 
this view of power is also often referred to as a “pluralistic” the-
ory of power that stresses the bottom- up, popular basis of power.22 
Building on this account of consent and power, studies of strate-
gic nonviolence have tried to delineate with precision the process 
of breaking the material and ideological infrastructure of state 
legitimacy. In Sharp’s account, this involves a three- pronged pro-
cess, each utilizing a different method of nonviolent action. The 
first are forms of symbolic protest, publicity, and persuasion that 
through mass assembly— such as marches, demonstrations, and 
collective vigils— expose injustice and express dissent. The sec-
ond method implements strategies of non- cooperation and boy-
cott. These are a material indication of noncompliance and the 
withdrawal of consent that, when effective, can also threaten the 
regime’s resource base. Finally, nonviolent “interventions” and 
civil disobedience represent the most active and intense meth-
ods of contestation. These include sit- ins, occupations, blockades, 
and strikes that aim to obstruct and disrupt the machinery of gov-
ernment. Taken together, these tactics undermine the existing 
regime’s ideological apparatus as well as its resource base, its “pil-
lars of support,” and eventually its ability to implement and benefit 
from the use of repressive power.23

The theory of strategic nonviolence came into its own in the 
aftermath of the successful wave of democratic transitions of the 
1980s and 1990s, which were driven by movements that conspicu-
ously deployed mass- based nonviolent resistance. The success sto-
ries of Poland, the Philippines, South Africa, Argentina, and Chile, 
as well as the more precarious achievements of the first Intifada 
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and Tiananmen Square, were analyzed and incorporated into a 
broad explanatory theory of strategic nonviolent conflict. These 
movements were also coupled with earlier historical examples— 
from the Indian independence movement and the Civil Rights 
Movement to revisionary accounts of earlier revolutions and war-
time resistance— to give shape to a sweeping historical narrative 
that tracked and celebrated the rise of “people power,” with the 
twentieth century singled out as “the century of nonviolence.”24 In 
addition to an array of important empirical studies of civil resis-
tance, unarmed insurrections, and nonviolent revolutions, schol-
ars also began to elaborate more nuanced and expansive theories 
of nonviolent power, drawing connections, for example, between 
nonviolent power, democracy, and Arendtian theories of power 
and revolution.25

All of these accounts commend nonviolence as providing a 
uniquely effective form of mass mobilization by which ordinary 
people can organize and act outside of conventional political insti-
tutions and structures.26 The attention to mass mobilization is the 
direct analogue of the theory of popular consent, and likewise had 
genuine roots in Gandhian politics. To analyze this second, key 
theoretical element of nonviolence as collective power, I want to 
turn to an older text, Krishnalal Shridharani’s War without Violence 
(1939), which was the first to conceptualize nonviolent action as 
an insurgent form of organized mass power.27 Returning to Shrid-
harani reveals how theories of strategic nonviolence— and what I 
am redefining as collective power— did not emerge as wholescale 
rejections of Gandhian nonviolence. Rather, they are part of a 
longer history of interpretation of Gandhian politics that accen-
tuated one particular dimension of satyagraha, namely as a mode 
of power and mass struggle. In tracking this development, we can 
also see how collective power models came to transform, down-
play, and eventually jettison other prominent elements of classical 
nonviolence such as the strategic role of suffering and discipline.

In the wake of the Salt Satyagraha of 1930, the campaign that 
garnered Gandhi and nonviolence unprecedented global noto-
riety, a number of seminal texts appeared which theorized satya-
graha as a novel form of political action that could be adapted 
to political settings outside of India. Shridharani’s War without 
Violence was one such effort to publicize Gandhian politics in the 
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United States, which, alongside Richard Gregg’s The Power of Non-
violence, became influential in the Civil Rights Movement and the 
wider dissemination of nonviolent methods.28 Selections from War 
without Violence were republished in pamphlet form by the Fellow-
ship of Reconciliation, a major pacifist organization, and became 
the handbook of its offshoot, Congress of Racial Equality (CORE), 
and through them other campaigns against segregation. Indeed, 
we can trace some of Shridharani’s ideas and language at work 
in Martin Luther King’s seminal text “Letter from Birmingham 
Jail.”29

Of these early works, War without Violence was also the text most 
admired by Sharp because it prefigured his own view of nonvio-
lent action as “a technique of concerted social action.”30 Shridha-
rani was keen to show that satyagraha was not premised on “Orien-
tal mysticism” or pacifism but “a very matter- of- fact pragmatism” 
whose purpose was “securing effective action  .  .  . for achieving 
realistic and needed ends.”31 Shridharani was harshly critical of 
pacifism and argued that satyagraha was better understood as a spe-
cies of war.32 He therefore very purposefully analogized the logic 
of nonviolent direct action to that of warfare. Politics as such is 
pictured as social warfare, and nonviolent resistance mimicked the 
strategic logic of armed rebellion. Like war, nonviolence was rel-
evant to situations in which parliamentary procedures were absent 
or so broken that justice required the resort to “extra- legal and 
extra- constitutional” measures. This was akin to a revolutionary 
situation in which “the people take the law into their own hand.”33 
And, like war, concerted mass action required an army, trained in 
“organization, discipline and strategy.”34 In this respect, Gandhi’s 
institution- building and strategic orientation made him, according 
to Shridharani, “the greatest general in the field of ‘non- violent 
direct action.’”35

War without Violence offered the first generation of Gandhian 
activists a step- by- step playbook of how to engage in this novel 
form of social combat. The steps included preparatory stages of 
negotiation, agitation, demonstration, and self- purification fol-
lowed by progressively more combative forms of direct action.36 
An inventory of the various forms of direct action utilized by the 
Indian nationalist movement— such as strikes, pickets, fasts, boy-
cotts, non- payment of taxes, hizrat (emigration), non- cooperation, 
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ostracism, civil disobedience— was presented and each tactic 
defined in turn.37 Shridharani argued that these techniques used 
on a mass scale would “dramatize” grievances and “arouse mass 
interest and mass enthusiasm.” Like the process of war, they 
worked to precipitate “an emotional crisis in the life of the com-
munity,” they shook people out of normal politics and habitual 
modes of thinking and behavior.38

Shridharani celebrated nonviolent direct action as the first real 
innovation of the theory of popular revolution, one that, like its 
violent counterpart, required intense collective consciousness 
secured by organized and concerted mass action.39 Through its 
emphasis on suffering, courage, and sacrifice, satyagraha entailed 
all the romance, heroism, risk, and adventure of war.40 As the 
scene for the display of the “higher virtues” traditionally associated 
with war, satyagraha fulfilled William James’s hope and demand 
for a “moral equivalent of war.”41 Crucially, in Shridharani, the 
“moral” aspects of satyagraha— like self- purification, suffering, and 
sacrifice— became techniques for building solidarity and collec-
tive cohesion. To be sure, Shridharani also noted their unusual 
efficacy, following Richard Gregg, in surprising and throwing the 
opposition “off balance.” The prime examples were of soldiers 
and policemen who refused to attack unarmed satyagrahis (prac-
titioners of satyagraha). Here, nonviolent suffering served to “neu-
tralize” and “paralyze” the “coercive agencies of the state.”42 At 
the same time, Shridharani was careful to insist that this was not 
a scene of “mere moral suasion.” Indeed, it is worth noting that 
Shridharani never uses the language of conversion to describe 
the efficacy of “organized sacrificial suffering.” Rather, “conscious 
suffering” was understood as a “generator of power,” a “source of 
social power which compels and coerces.”43

In Shridharani’s account of nonviolent technique, its overrid-
ing purpose is collective mobilization and solidarity, which itself 
generates and displays social power. A further implication of the 
directness of the analogy to war was that Shridhrani was willing to 
accept a “compelling” element as a necessary feature of the power 
of nonviolent suffering.44 To be sure, this was not equivalent to the 
outright coercion of warfare, which inflicted suffering on others, 
often in an unbridled spirit of vengeance and punishment. Non-
violent suffering was directed “inward,” its strategic purpose and 
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effect was to “compel” the opponent to realize their errors, change 
behavior, and come to a settlement or accommodation. The accep-
tance of the necessity of compulsion also allowed Shridharani to 
recommend a more extensive array of tactics, including some that 
Gandhi had explicitly rejected as coercive (such as social ostracism 
and hunger strikes).45 Here “nonviolence” is understood in an 
almost literal sense— anything short of coordinated armed strug-
gle or direct physical harm seemingly falls under its rubric.

The question of coercion, of its necessity and its definition, has 
always been a source of controversy in the theory and practice of 
nonviolent politics. Many accounts of nonviolence, from Clarence 
Case’s Non- violent Coercion (1923), Reinhold Niebuhr’s Moral Man 
and Immoral Society (1932), through to Joan Bondurant’s Conquest 
of Violence (1959), expressed varying degrees of skepticism of Gan-
dhi’s strict insistence that satyagraha ruled out all forms of coer-
cion.46 For advocates of strategic nonviolence, especially, accepting 
the necessity of coercion is what renders their version of nonvio-
lence more pragmatic and realistic than principled alternatives. 
They are right to note that Gandhi did not endorse tactics he 
deemed coercive, such as sabotage, the hunger strike, and ostra-
cism. And, more generally, Gandhi worried that almost all ostensi-
bly nonviolent techniques could come to function coercively, espe-
cially in the contexts of mass action, i.e., when their purpose and 
effect was the display of collective power.47 But what is misleading is 
the assumption that the eschewal of coercion was made on purely 
principled rather than strategic grounds. For Gandhi and King, 
coercive tactics that relied on intimidation or veiled force were a 
problem because they could, like violence itself, intensify cleav-
ages, undermine public support, and thereby threaten the coher-
ence and success of the movement. The point here is that while it 
might be analytically true that nonviolent direct action necessarily 
works via the compelling force of mass action, Gandhi and King 
argued that it was tactically important to mitigate as much as pos-
sible the appearance of brute coercion via performative practices of 
self- restraint and self- discipline.

The alternative model of nonviolence as discipline action 
shares with collective power an underlying theory of consent and 
power that celebrates the transformative effects of disruptive mass 
action. Both Gandhi and King utilized, advocated, and praised 
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nonviolence for its ability to organize and mobilize oppressed 
people on a mass scale. At the same time, for mass disruption to 
do its transformative work, it had to be organized and performed 
in a definite way. Gandhi and King were especially attuned to the 
distinctive forms nonviolent action ought to take, beyond simply 
the size and scale of protest. For both, mass disruption and disobe-
dience are most potent when disciplined, or more precisely when 
enacted through forms of protest that display and dramatize dis-
cipline. The performative dynamics of discipline distinguish the 
logic of nonviolence from both the pure violence of armed rebel-
lion and the “nonviolent coercion” at work in collective power.

Disciplined Action: Navigating the Hazards of Action

If collective power emphasizes power and mass struggle, the 
theory of politics underlying disciplined action foregrounds the 
affective dynamics of political conflict. Here, the problem of 
entrenched domination is not only material, requiring the genera-
tion of alternative force and displays of mass power, but also moral- 
psychological. For Gandhi and King, the burdens of political 
action are heightened or made more dangerous because political 
contestation unearths and intensifies negative passions and ego-
istic dispositions. These ideas can be usefully linked to a broadly 
skeptical or realist view of politics as a realm of recurring violence 
and of political action as a peculiarly hazard- bound activity.48 
When left unchecked, the escalating logic of political contesta-
tion leads to polarization and entrenchment and inflames feelings 
of indignation and resentment which, in turn, feed the tempta-
tion toward retaliation and violence. I will explore this account— 
one might even call it an ontology— of political action by reading 
Gandhi alongside other skeptical theorists of action such as Max 
Weber and Hannah Arendt.

The animating worry of this competing understanding of 
nonviolence is that traditional forms of political action and 
contestation— i.e., enacting politics as a form of combat, even 
ostensibly nonviolent combat— may exacerbate the given tenden-
cies of politics toward conflict, coercion, and violence. The func-
tion of discipline is to navigate these inherent dilemmas of politi-
cal action, especially the psychological burdens and frustrations 
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of action. The distinctive innovation of nonviolence as disciplined 
action is to build into its modes of dissent and disruption, forms of 
self- limitation and restraint. The aim is not to simply overwhelm 
or defeat opposition but to undermine and transform it through 
a complex politics of persuasion. Persuasion involves more than 
making the better argument or displaying more power; rather, 
it works via forms of direct action that mitigate the passions that 
aggravate political conflict. The display and dramatization of disci-
pline weakens, undermines, or otherwise disorients psychological 
resistance. Discipline thus renders nonviolent protest more effec-
tive than either physical violence or other kinds of overt coercion 
and intimidation involved in traditional forms of mass action.

In what follows I try to specify the theoretical underpinning of 
aspects of nonviolence— such as the dynamics of discipline, suffer-
ing, and persuasion— that have been misunderstood and sidelined 
in the development of theories of strategic nonviolence that focus 
on nonviolence as a form of collective power. This section will 
focus on the dilemmas and hazards of action, while the next will 
turn to what persuasion means in the context of mass nonviolent 
protest.

Gandhi and King placed great emphasis on how nonviolent 
mass disruption was organized and enacted. This is where the real 
novelty of nonviolence lay— not just in the avoidance of violence, 
but in the innovation of forms of protest that would expose injus-
tice and unsettle affective resistance to radical change. Such close 
attention to the style and structure of nonviolent protest was the 
direct analogue of the extraordinary emphasis they placed on the 
means of political action.

Gandhi would go so far as to suggest that the determination of 
means might matter more than specifying the final goal or end 
pursued. In a 1933 exchange with Jawaharlal Nehru, Gandhi elab-
orated his position this way:

[Y]ou have emphasized the necessity of a clear statement of the 
goal, but having once determined it, I have never attached impor-
tance to the repetition. The clearest possible definition of the goal 
and its appreciation would fail to take us there if we do not know 
and utilize the means of achieving it. I have, therefore, concerned 
myself principally with the conservation of the means and their 
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progressive use. I know that if we can take care of them, attainment 
of the goal is assured. I feel too that our progress towards the goal 
will be in exact proportion to the purity of our means.49

Typically, Gandhi’s use of terms like “purity” has been interpreted 
as a plea for the ethical purity of the actor or act in question— 
and hence a prime example of a principled or moral constraint 
on action. I want to suggest that purity can also be understood as 
a category of efficacy. In what follows, I uncover the underlying 
assumptions about the nature of action such that it demands the 
constant vigilance and scrutiny implied in Gandhi’s emphasis on 
the “conservation,” “purity,” and “progressive use” of nonviolent 
means.50

Disciplined action resonates with broadly skeptical theories of 
action that foreground the contingency and unmasterable char-
acter of action. They emphasize action’s imbrication in a political 
field characterized by necessary conflict and hostage to the play 
of unintended consequences. This lends action if not a wholly 
tragic character at least an inherent fragility. For Weber, political 
action works in a field of interaction in which no individual actor 
or agent can know or fully control all the effects of action. This 
unmasterability is an essential part of what he termed the tragedy 
of action. In his words, “it is a fundamental fact of history . . . that 
the eventual outcome of political action frequently, if not regu-
larly, stands in a quite inadequate, even paradoxical relation to 
the original, intended meaning and purpose.”51 In “Politics as a 
Vocation,” Weber suggested that this was a hard fact of history, one 
that neither the power politician nor the moral absolutist can truly 
understand or accept. The power politician believes in the easy 
efficacy of force. This is as much a fantasy as the conviction politi-
cian’s belief that demonstrating passion for a cause is the same as 
realizing it. Neither display enough humility before the brute fact 
of contingency or can bear what Weber termed “the ethical irratio-
nality of world.”52

Arendt similarly focuses on the “boundlessness” of action, how 
action “inserts itself into an already existing web of human rela-
tionship, with its innumerable, conflicting wills and intentions.”53 
Every action sets off a “chain reaction” of new actions and reac-
tions. For Arendt, action’s unpredictable endlessness is part and 
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parcel of its generative capacity, its ability to initiate radical new-
ness into the world. From the viewpoint of the actor, however, this 
capacity is more often felt as a deep burden. Action seems to never 
achieve its purpose. It discloses an agent who is at once both doer 
and sufferer, not an author or producer, a reversal that drives an 
ongoing frustration with the frailty of action.54

Gandhi held to a similar view of action as enmeshed in irrevers-
ible, unmasterable, and unknowable chains of cause and effect. 
This understanding bears the imprint of an underlying theory 
of karma, an account of ethical causation in which the chains of 
intentionality and responsibility reverberate in unforeseen and 
extreme ways. In a karmic worldview, action leads to an irreduc-
ible entanglement in and with an irreducible violence; indeed, it 
imposes on all a fundamental culpability in violence. This extreme 
sense of culpability underlay the traditional suspicion of action in 
the Indian tradition and its cultivation of ideals of non- acting and 
non- attachment. But Gandhi— alongside a number of key Indian 
thinkers such as Bankimchandra Chatterjee, Vivekananda, and 
Bal Gangandhar Tilak— rejected the renunciation of action as the 
appropriate response to the problem of ethical entanglement. In 
place of renunciation, these thinkers reinterpreted the Gita to 
instantiate a new model of detached, worldly action— a revisionist 
understanding of karma yoga— that could meet the demands of 
political awakening.55

Gandhi was suspicious of the choice of “non- acting,” of remov-
ing oneself from the chains of action, himsa (violence or injury), 
and destruction, and instead held to a notion of renunciation that 
“should be sought for in and through action.”56 To admit indeter-
minacy was not to foreswear attempts at facing violence or actively 
seeking political change. Rather, Gandhi tried to reconfigure the 
inward orientations of non- attachment and discipline to promote 
the outward efficacy of action.

Crucially, what makes action dangerous is not the mere fact of 
action’s contingency or unmasterability or boundlessness but the 
psychological response to these dilemmas and especially reckless 
attempts to master or subdue them. Arendt, Weber, and Gandhi 
all worry about two kinds of insufficient reactions to the dilem-
mas of action, namely a temptation toward withdrawal, on the one 
hand, and attempts at mastery through force, on the other. The 
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second response— the attempt at mastery— is the more dangerous, 
not only because it valorizes violence and force but also because 
it is the more psychologically unstable. That force or violence 
lends itself to more predictably reliable results is itself a delusion, 
a hyper- realist fantasy that sustains state militarism and revolution-
ary violence alike. The appeal of violence is often tied a hope that 
the chain of action will come to an end with one last show of force 
that can secure a final victory. In this hope, advocates of violence 
imagine the effects of violence to be not only more predictable 
but more manageable than they have ever proven to be.57 This 
is perhaps one of the most important political insights that has 
emerged from the theory and practice of nonviolence across the 
last century.

The recourse to violence rests on a belief that unilateral force 
itself can induce the conversion or at least the compliance of 
opponents. However, Gandhi tried to show that violence breeds 
resentment and further resistance. Resistance and recalcitrance 
were basic to nature of political action; indeed, they might be one 
of the more expected or foreseeable effects of action. For Gandhi, 
this was especially acute in the case of violence. As an absolute, 
irreversible deed, violence initiates definite dynamics of resent-
ment, retrenchment, and retaliation— a dynamic that is often pro-
saically referred to as the cycle of violence. The choice of violent or 
aggressive action therefore would necessarily escalate conflict and 
exacerbate tendencies toward polarization and entrenchment.

The problem of unintended consequences is not equivalent 
to the problem of uncertainty or contingency. Weber and Gan-
dhi were concerned that something about the psychology of 
action denies acknowledgment of and responsibility for action’s 
consequential effects. Therefore, they tried to make visible the 
unintended but foreseeable consequences of political action. They 
suggested that acts of provocation and violence often stem from 
a desire to demonstrate commitment and power and thus can 
undermine sought after goals. For Gandhi and Weber, excessive 
attachment to ends and ideals could engender destructive and 
unstable passions, especially when confronted with the disappoint-
ments of political setbacks and failures.

In this vein, consider the parable of the thief Gandhi offered 
in Hind Swaraj to highlight the moral psychology of action. The 
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parable begins with a confrontation with a thief who illegitimately 
steals your property. In response, you, full of anger, resolve to 
punish the thief, “not for your own sake, but for the good of your 
neighbours.” You organize an armed band to counterattack; the 
thief responds defiantly and “collects his brother- robbers” and 
“pesters your neighbours,” who in turn complain that the robber 
has only resorted to open threats against them “after you declared 
hostilities against him.” You feel badly that you have worsened the 
situation but feel trapped. Knowing you will be “disgraced if you 
now leave the robber alone,” you instead distribute arms to all 
your neighbors “and so the battle grows . . . the result of wanting 
to take revenge upon the robber is that you have disturbed the 
peace; you are in perpetual fear of being robbed and assaulted; 
your courage has given place to cowardice.”58

One of the overt lessons of this story is that improper means 
chosen to respond to injustice can lead to unintended, deleteri-
ous, and unmasterable consequences— more violence, injustice, 
and instability. The recourse to violence did not diminish but 
rather excited the resentment and hostility of opponents. Escala-
tion provoked stronger resistance and, in so doing, required more 
ideological justification, engendering a perverse attachment to 
principle. In this sense, the parable shows how the investment in, 
and motivation for, seeking justice and redress is imbricated in 
the agent’s sense of self such that this investment itself becomes a 
vehicle for escalation. The choice of violence may force you down 
a certain path, it raises the stakes of justification and hence of 
retreat or reconsideration. The extreme irreversibility of violence 
demands hubris in its undertaking and in its continued justifica-
tion, a precarious subjective orientation that makes acknowledg-
ing errors of judgment and policy reversals difficult and rare.59

Gandhi’s call to “conserve” and “purify” action was a plea to 
structure nonviolent action in such a way that it can best respond— 
strategically and tactically— to the hazards of action. Traditional 
antidotes to the dilemmas of action often fall back upon pleas for 
individual political responsibility and judgment. Think of Weber’s 
call in the conclusion of “Politics as a Vocation” for an ethics of 
responsibility that ties the sober calculation of consequences to 
the cultivation of detached passion and perspective in political 
judgment.60 Gandhi’s innovation was to seek remedies to action 
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within the terms of action itself, specifically by trying to introduce 
mechanisms of limitation and control within the very forms that 
nonviolent action would take.

The key here was to organize and imbue mass action with disci-
pline. Discipline serves to contain and counteract action’s irrevers-
ibility and unpredictability. In nonviolent protest, actors perform 
and enact discipline by taking upon themselves the burdens and 
consequences of action. Acts of protest, resistance, and reform vis-
ibly sacrifice benefits (such as money or prestige) and risk severe 
consequences (such as arrest). In so doing, nonviolent action lim-
its as much as possible the externalizing effects and dangers of 
action so as to diminish antagonism and negative affect. Moreover, 
if the act is mistaken, “only the person using it suffers.” The disci-
plined satyagrahi does not “make others suffer for his mistakes.”61 
By absorbing the consequences of failure, nonviolent actors can 
more readily retrace their steps. Discipline therefore lent nonvio-
lence an inherent revisability and avenues of self- correction, for 
in effect its action was never as final or determinate, or dangerous 
and provocative, as violence.62 These are some of the ways that dis-
ciplined action anticipates and responds to the foreseeable, nega-
tive consequences of disruptive action.

The Persuasive Power of Disciplined Action

Disciplined action also aims to positively alter the dynamics of 
contestation. The function of discipline, here, is to temper the 
moral- psychological elements of action— the egoistic passions and 
attachments that drive political conflict— and, thereby, overcome 
opposition and effect transformative change. This is the broad 
dynamic at work in the idea of nonviolent persuasion. The possibility 
of persuasion or conversion has been much derided and criticized 
as either implausible or unnecessary for the successful practice 
of nonviolent politics. Conversion seemingly implies a change of 
heart or cooperative resolution as the endgame of nonviolent poli-
tics. Critics contend that in fact it is the mobilization of nonvio-
lent power that compels, rather than persuades, the state or oppo-
nents to accept and accommodate new claims of justice. I want to 
suggest that the persuasion sought in disciplined action is not so 
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naïvely dependent on the reality of mutual goodwill, sympathy, or 
a harmony of interests between the oppressor and the oppressed. 
Rather, the animating thought is that nonviolent forms of protest 
are most effective at mitigating psychological resistance when ori-
entated toward persuasion. This ties the question of persuasion to the 
skeptical theory of politics as driven by endemic tendencies toward 
escalation and coercion.

Disciplined action is built upon the persuasive powers of direct 
action. The emphasis on action recognizes that political persuasion 
is a difficult task, and that, in particular, moral criticism and ratio-
nal argumentation on their own cannot effect radical change. Both 
Gandhi and King thought political arguments were ripe with ratio-
nalizations, psychological modes of resistance that disruptive protest 
tends to intensify. King suggested that “reason by itself is little more 
than an instrument to justify man’s defensive ways of thinking.”63 
When “words fail, we will try to persuade with our acts.” Nonviolent 
direct action becomes “the ultimate form of persuasion,”64 whereby 
“we present our very bodies as a means for laying our case before 
the conscience of the local and national community.”65

Gandhi rarely used the term persuasion and instead spoke of 
conversion, a choice that pointedly foregrounded the limits of ratio-
nal debate in politics. For Gandhi, deeply held beliefs and prin-
ciples were almost always less rational than they may appear, and 
the intellect worked hardest to justify existing interests and prej-
udices. People are attached to their beliefs as aspects of identity 
and ego and often cling to them tenaciously when these beliefs 
are attacked or criticized. In the context of political contestation, 
rational critique would be ineffectual or, worse still, counterpro-
ductive.66 King likewise argued that “when the underprivileged 
demand freedom, the privileged first react with bitterness and 
resistance.” Driven by pride, anger, fear, and resentment, “preju-
diced and irrational feelings” distort the recognition and progress 
of justice.67

Therefore, those seeking radical transformation, in Gandhi’s 
words, had to appeal “not to the intellect” but rather must “pierce 
the heart.” The central mechanism for appealing to the heart was 
the work of suffering. Unlike brute force or direct confrontation 
that can stiffen resistance, suffering works by
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converting the opponent and opening his ears, which are otherwise 
shut, to the voice of reason. Nobody has probably drawn up more 
petitions or espoused more forlorn causes than I, and I have come 
to this fundamental conclusion that if you want something really 
important to be done, you must not merely satisfy the reason, you 
must move the heart also. The appeal of reason is more to the head, 
but the penetration of the heart comes from suffering. It opens up 
the inner understanding in man.68

For King, suffering was “a powerful and creative social force.” In its 
willingness to accept violence without retaliation, self- suffering can 
“serve to transform the social situation.”69 In this way nonviolent 
action can “create such a crisis and establish such creative tension 
that a community that has constantly refused to negotiate is forced 
to confront the issue.” Such creative tension allows for the rethink-
ing of commitments; it weakens entrenched habits and enables peo-
ple “to rise from the dark depths of prejudice and racism.”70 The 
idea that direct action provokes creative crisis echoes Shridharani. 
For King, however, crisis is triggered not simply by mass mobiliza-
tion but by the way issues of justice are dramatized via suffering.

What Gandhi and King defined and invoked as conscious suf-
fering returns us to the centrality of discipline. Though the idea of 
suffering is associated with feats of self- sacrifice and the ability to 
endure violence, for Gandhi and King, its transformative impact 
depended on the staging of dignity and discipline. For Gandhi, 
the equivalency between suffering and discipline was definitional. 
“Self- suffering” was a translation of the Sanskrit term tapas or 
tapasya which connotes practices of ascetic self- discipline. King 
also associated suffering with the performance of dignity and dis-
cipline. Militant nonviolent struggle, King insisted, must always be 
conducted “on the high plane of dignity and discipline.”71 Indeed, 
King often referred to nonviolent action simply as “dignified social 
action.”72 Crucially, what was staged in nonviolent protest was not 
abject displays of suffering so as to evoke pity, but a respect secured 
via dignity in defiance. What was displayed and dramatized was the 
protesters’ “sublime courage,” “willingness to suffer,” and “amaz-
ing discipline in the midst of the most inhuman provocation.”73

How precisely can the display and dramatization of discipline in 
nonviolent protest persuade recalcitrant opponents? Here I turn 
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to another early interpreter of Gandhi, Reinhold Niebuhr, who 
offered insight into the political dynamics of nonviolent discipline 
and suffering. Like Shridharani, Niebuhr was an important con-
duit of thinking about nonviolence in the Civil Rights Movement, 
especially through his influence on Martin Luther King. King’s 
understanding of nonviolence was shaped in part by Niebuhr’s 
appraisal of Gandhi in his seminal early work, Moral Man and 
Immoral Society. What made Niebuhr such a canny analyst of nonvi-
olence was how he saw its positive potential within a political world 
riven by irrational sentiments and egoistic drives.

Niebuhr was a political realist, arguably the most influential 
realist of the twentieth century. As a realist, Niebuhr argued that 
political conflict was rooted in struggles over power. Major issues of 
social and political injustice, for Niebuhr, could never be “resolved 
by moral or rational suasion alone.” Rather, entrenched power and 
privilege had to be challenged by concerted power.74 But a com-
plete reliance on power was also inherently unstable; “a too con-
sistent political realism would seem to consign society to perpetual 
warfare.”75 This was because all political contestation generates and 
is exacerbated by resentments and egoistic sentiments. Any peace 
established by power could be destroyed by the “social animosities” 
that a power- induced order “creates and accentuates.”76

For Niebuhr, nonviolent action diminishes the passions and 
prejudices that define political antagonism between groups in 
conflict and thereby interrupts cycles of violence. In this way, non-
violence intimates a form of power that was least dangerous in its 
effects. Whereas Shridharani extolled the collective power gener-
ated by satyagraha, Niebuhr, like Gandhi, was much more wary of 
group egoism. Contestation can generate communal solidarity 
and sacrifice, but it is a solidarity that arouses egoistic passions and 
prejudices. Movements that seek social justice will be met with the 
indignation and resentment of those whose privilege is directly 
challenged. This is especially the case when criticism takes the 
form of “personal insults” which will always be felt as “unjust accu-
sations.”77 In a parallel vein, King argued that campaigns fueled by 
hate, like the use of violence, would further alienate and “confuse 
the large uncommitted middle group.”78

For Niebuhr, protests by their very nature aim to disrupt, incon-
venience, and coerce. Boycotts are clear- cut cases of pressure, but 
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marches and demonstrations also will be resented by those against 
whom they are aimed. Even neutral bystanders may respond with 
hostility and misunderstanding to the inconveniences and disor-
der of public protest. Niebuhr suggested that the middle classes 
naturally side with the status quo, and view protesters as enemies of 
public order. Through its “temper and method,”79 nonviolence was 
unusually successful in counteracting and dampening these nega-
tive reactions and affective dynamics. Perhaps the most compel-
ling way that disciplined action undercuts resentment is by “endur-
ing more suffering than it causes.”80 By taking upon themselves the 
burdens and consequences of action, protesters give the impres-
sion of a detachment from egoism, of working for a moral purpose 
beyond reaction, envy, and selfish ambition. Gandhi, Niebuhr, 
and King recognized that resentment against injustice was mor-
ally justified and important. It was decidedly more admirable than 
complacency or passivity. But, from a tactical standpoint, the more 
“the egoistic element can be purged from resentment, the purer a 
vehicle of justice it becomes.”81 In staging goodwill rather than ill 
will, nonviolence depersonalizes conflict and “protects the agents 
against the resentments which violent conflict always creates in 
both parties to a conflict.”82

In Niebuhr’s view of politics, parties to social conflict tend to 
be extremely partial and self- interested in their analysis of social 
justice. But the tempering of egoism effected by disciplined action 
can enable more objective assessment of justice. Here, the key 
audience or patients of direct action are the potential allies of the 
movement, what King called the “uncommitted middle,” and the 
public at large. To this audience, adopting self- discipline allows 
protesters to negate portrayals of them as outside agitators, crimi-
nals, and inciters of violence. Indeed, in many circumstances, the 
hostility of the opposition reveals the latter as the true “instigators 
and practitioners of violence.”83 The moral conceit of entrenched 
interests is punctured as propaganda, and the public can see 
beyond the inflamed situation to more clearly adjudicate claims 
of justice.

To have such a dynamic impact, the traits expressed via disci-
plined action— such as enduring suffering, showing good will, sup-
pressing hate, and depersonalizing conflict— need to be incorpo-
rated in the style and structure of nonviolent protest. For King and 
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Gandhi, these traits and impressions did not simply accrue from 
the moral intentions of protesters or the rhetorical framing or ide-
ology of the movement; they had to be expressed and embodied 
in the very organization and enactment of mass protest. This is 
why advocates and practitioners of disciplined action placed such 
emphasis on following strict rules and codes of conduct during 
mass demonstrations and acts of disobedience.

Such attunement to the affective dynamics of political contes-
tation and persuasion entailed a more nuanced but also stricter 
definition of nonviolent action. In collective power, as you will 
recall, almost everything short of taking up weapons or the threat 
of direct physical harm could count as nonviolence. And an exten-
sive variety of disruptive boycotts, strikes, and demonstrations are 
endorsed— no matter how unruly in form or coercive in implica-
tion. Advocates of collective power tend to emphasize the size and 
scale of resistance rather than the form it ought to take. By contrast, 
discipline was the defining, structural feature of the early or clas-
sic phase of nonviolence— in the Gandhian era, in the Civil Rights 
Movement, and the anti- nuclear protests in the UK— where disci-
plined conduct and comportment were staged in specific actions 
such as the sit- in, the march, and the freedom ride. This might be 
usefully contrasted to (sometimes unruly) mass crowds gathering 
in public spaces, which is more readily associated with collective 
nonviolence today.

Gandhi and King were well- known for formulating a plethora of 
rules of comportment and engagement that were meant to instill 
and express discipline in mass action. In both the Salt Satyagraha 
and the Birmingham campaign, two of the most celebrated in the 
history of nonviolent politics, protesters had to explicitly assent to 
these rules in the form of a vow or pledge in order to participate.84 
For protesters, the rules were meant to help muster and exhibit 
discipline in the face of threats, intimidation, and outright vio-
lence. For onlookers, allegiance to these rules showed that activists 
were willing to bear the costs and burdens of protest themselves, 
from the costs of self- organization to willingly accepting punish-
ment for breaking the law.

Gandhi’s meditations on the rules of disciplined nonviolent 
action were at the center of his weekly journals, Navajivan, Young 
India, and Harijan. In these voluminous writings, Gandhi took 
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great pains to establish the precise conditions in which nonviolent 
tactics could be deployed without inducing escalation or enacting 
coercion. Gandhi’s responses ranged very broadly, from guidelines 
for large- scale campaigns of non- cooperation and civil disobedi-
ence, to delineating rules for specific actions, such as strikes, pick-
ets, marches, work stoppages (hartal), and— most controversially— 
the political fast. Crucially, these rules and distinctions were not 
only or simply moral criteria about what makes an act more just or 
legitimate but pragmatic maxims about how to persuasively com-
municate the meaning and purpose of protest.

Take the case of the hartal, or a day- long work stoppage. Gan-
dhi insisted that a hartal be announced weeks in advance and that 
activists refrain from pursuing compliance on the day itself. He 
contended that a total hartal, i.e., with 100 percent compliance, 
implied coercion, and so the best demonstration of “the voluntary 
character of the hartal” and “a matter of pride . . . from the satya-
graha standpoint” would be if “some shops stayed open.”85 Indeed, 
the true satyagrahi would go further and protect the shops that 
chose not to comply from harassment. In dramatizing the volun-
tary nature of the protest as well as restraint in not intimidating 
dissenters, the movement demonstrated strength and confidence 
in the justness of their cause. Tactically, by showing civility toward 
dissenters, it leaves open the door to their potential conversion 
and more generally draws more public sympathy than coerced 
compliance.

In the case of nonviolent pickets, strikes, and boycotts, Gandhi 
argued against aggressively blocking people from crossing lines or 
entering shops, factories, and schools. For Gandhi, the adverse con-
sequences of economic boycott, for example, on the livelihood of 
workers involved in the boycotted industry, while not amounting 
to an “act of love” was also not an act of violence or coercion if the 
underlying reasons animating the boycott were just.86 But this was 
quite different from the direct physical coercion of blockades and 
intimidation of social ostracism, which he opposed. Direct coercion 
not only displayed weakness of will but personalized animosity, which 
would alienate potential converts to the cause. Gandhi was especially 
wary of extreme tactics like the political fast, which could very eas-
ily become coercive, and thus elaborated especially demanding rules 
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for them. It is worth remembering that Gandhi at no time fasted 
against the British government or British rule as such, and never in 
the name of an open- ended demand for independence. For Gan-
dhi, fasting against a political antagonist or enemy functioned only 
to escalate bitterness and conflict, because one’s enemy would neces-
sarily experience the fast as exhortative. One could not “fast against 
a tyrant” but only against those whose consciences could be stirred 
by the willingness to sacrifice one’s life.87

For King, following Niebuhr, the purpose of nonviolent direct 
action was to cut through or lessen the emotional temperature of 
mass protest, and make visible and stark who stands on the side of 
justice. The larger the crowd, the more confrontational the tac-
tic, the more crucial the need to mitigate any sense of intimida-
tion, coercion, and potential unrest that can obscure or distract 
from the political message of the protest. Discipline could also be 
displayed and effected via the performance of collective prayers, 
songs, and silence during large- scale demonstration and marches. 
Songs or silent prayer communicated inner calm and resiliency 
that is very different from what we now associate with the para-
digm of disruptive protest. For Gandhi and King, this unique com-
bination of mass disruption tempered by discipline made possible 
more radical acts of dissent, defiance, and disobedience.

Advocates of collective power have also recognized the tacti-
cal necessity of self- discipline and restraint in nonviolent action. 
Gene Sharp argued along very similar lines that nonviolent behav-
ior was not just a moralist preoccupation but a strategic impera-
tive. Self- discipline and refraining from “hatred and hostility” 
were especially important for winning sympathy and “attracting 
maximum participation.” He likewise suggested that the use of 
provocative and polarizing tactics like sabotage, as in the case of 
violence, would shift attention away from the message of the move-
ment, alienate support, and become alibis for state repression.88 
At the same time, in these accounts, nonviolent discipline lacks 
any distinct theoretical grounding. It becomes simply a contin-
gent, pragmatic choice with little conceptual guidance on why and 
when nonviolent discipline matters. This is part and parcel of the 
general lacuna in theories of collective power with regard to the 
moral- psychological dimensions of political conflict.
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Conclusion

Nonviolence is one of the most important and surprising politi-
cal phenomena to emerge over the course of the last century. 
Along with national liberation, people’s war, and socialist revo-
lution, it was one of the most prominent forms of mass politics 
that had a decidedly global reach. Nonviolence has also seem-
ingly outlasted its many rivals. Moreover, it was a form of politics 
that self- consciously announced its novelty. Satyagraha and non-
violence were new terms in politics. Hannah Arendt once sug-
gested that the appearance of new concepts was rare in politics. 
The twentieth century arguably witnessed the emergence of two, 
albeit contrary in implication: totalitarianism and nonviolence. 
Arendt, along with many other eminent philosophers, made the 
former— totalitarianism— central to political theoretical reflection 
and argument. By contrast, nonviolence has been conspicuously 
absent in mainstream debates in political theory. No major politi-
cal theorist has written a treatise on nonviolence nor made it a 
prominent feature of their understanding of modern politics.

Part of my interest in exploring diverse theories of nonviolence, 
and the history of its interpretation and conceptualization, is to 
offset this shortcoming. The paradigm of strategic nonviolence, 
and the array of empirical and theoretical work it has generated, 
has significantly contributed toward making nonviolent politics 
an object of sustained political and theoretical engagement. Sub-
stantively, these studies of nonviolence have demonstrated and 
confirmed the extraordinary potency of nonviolent politics. As a 
prominent example, consider the findings of the much- celebrated 
work, Chenoweth and Stephan’s Why Civil Resistance Works. Che-
noweth and Stephan tracked more than three hundred campaigns 
across the twentieth century and conclude that nonviolent politi-
cal movements have been twice as effective as their armed coun-
terparts in anti- regime resistance, and increasingly so over time. 
This success, they contend, is due to nonviolence’s “participation 
advantage”— that barriers to nonviolent action are much more 
minimal than armed struggle.89 These findings substantiate nonvi-
olence’s utility as a tactic of mass mobilization, as a way to organize 
and display collective power.
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Such findings have dispelled long- standing presumptions about 
the potential scope and range of nonviolent politics. In the wake of 
the Indian independence struggle and the US Civil Rights Move-
ment, it was commonly asserted that nonviolence might only be 
viable in and against broadly liberal regimes. But empirical studies 
have shown that nonviolent insurrections have been increasingly 
effective in overthrowing non- democratic regimes, no matter how 
authoritarian such regimes may be.90 Perhaps even more signifi-
cant is the cumulative impact of these studies in casting doubt on 
the capacity of violence to reliably secure popular consent. In this 
vein, the ongoing theoretical elaboration of the nature of consent 
and power underlying nonviolence has not only attested to the 
transformative power of organized mass power but also undercut 
deeply held conventional assumptions about the political efficacy 
of violence. To my mind, chipping away at the tenacious hold these 
assumptions have on our political imagination is one of the most 
important theoretical and political implications of nonviolent poli-
tics. And it is one that the paradigm of strategic nonviolence has 
done much to draw attention to.

At the same time, strategic studies of nonviolent conflict have 
overwhelmingly focused on the power dimension of nonviolence. 
Such focus has had the unintended consequence of constricting 
our understanding of the theoretical underpinning of nonvio-
lent politics. In elucidating a competing strategic account of non-
violence, nonviolence as disciplined action, I have tried to make 
visible overlooked premises and implications of an alternative 
theory of nonviolent politics. The concept of disciplined action 
foregrounds the affective dynamics of political conflict which, 
as I hope I have shown, were extraordinarily significant to early 
practitioners of nonviolence and their theoretical interlocutors 
and interpreters. In limiting, even denying, a place for discipline, 
suffering, and persuasion— usually sidelined as dispensable moral 
commitments associated with principled forms of nonviolence— 
theories of collective power have misunderstood the political pur-
pose and potential of nonviolence.

In diversifying the ways in which the strategic logic of nonvio-
lent politics is conceptualized, we can think more precisely about 
what defines and distinguishes nonviolent action not only from 
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armed rebellion but also from other modes of collective action. 
Acknowledging the different ways in which nonviolence can be 
and has been practiced also challenges us to think more conceptu-
ally about how the political dynamics of nonviolence vary across 
different political contexts. Among the most recent studies of non-
violent resistance, the paradigmatic example of successful nonvi-
olent politics has been anti- authoritarian, anti- regime resistance. 
Moreover, a significant determinant of the ability of nonviolent, 
mass- based movements to topple governments seems to be to their 
majoritarian character. Despite its proven efficacy in such cases, 
it is unclear how such modes of collective resistance can be trans-
lated to different political situations and forms of conflict, from 
the struggles of oppressed minorities, economic inequality, and 
class conflict, to political contestation within democracies. Models 
of collective power that emphasize mass disruption and cascading 
revolution might be especially discordant in situations where the 
primary political antagonist is not a foreign power or a repressive 
state but is comprised of fellow citizens.

Gandhi and King were particularly attuned to the constraints 
and possibilities of nonviolent action in conditions of deep social 
polarization. In such contexts, disciplined action and its orienta-
tion toward persuasion were meant to mitigate the negative pas-
sions and resentments that are unearthed and intensified by politi-
cal conflict. Gandhi’s campaigns of non- cooperation and mass 
civil disobedience against British rule are taken to be exemplary 
instances of nonviolent, anti- regime resistance. But Gandhi also 
attempted to deploy nonviolent action to resolve various forms of 
social conflict and domination, such as conflict between Hindus 
and Muslims and caste oppression. While the results of the cam-
paigns against untouchability and for Hindu- Muslim unity were 
often mixed and precarious, they involved imaginative experimen-
tation with nonviolent techniques to undo conditions of mistrust 
and forge alliances and solidarity across entrenched social division.

There is a resonance here with the ways in which King defended 
disciplined nonviolence as a method with unique advantages 
in the struggle for racial justice. King recognized that, despite 
their overlapping moral and political commitments, the political 
coordinates of the Civil Rights Movement were qualitatively dif-
ferent from anti- colonial struggles. The aim and orientation of 
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anti- colonial movements of self- determination was the overthrow 
of existing regimes and autonomy from former oppressors. King 
was arguably the first major theorist of nonviolence to fully recog-
nize the limited applicability of models of anti- regime resistance 
to minority movements. Securing social equality and integration, 
in King’s eyes, was more complicated and demanding than inde-
pendence. When oppressed minorities demanded freedom, they 
did so against a majority that resisted and resented their empower-
ment. Dramatizing suffering, dignity, and discipline were means 
by which nonviolent action could be made persuasive within the 
context of such recalcitrance. Moreover, conflicts between minori-
ties and majorities, between the oppressed and oppressor, were 
also struggles between citizens who would have to create ways of 
coexisting in peace, equality, and dignity. Given these challenges, 
it was, for King, a strategic and tactical imperative that nonviolent 
direct action orient itself toward reconciliation and not simply the 
defeat, overthrow, or humiliation of the oppressor.

For analogous reasons, disciplined action is an important con-
cept to revivify in relation to the demands of democracy. The arc of 
the Civil Rights Movement attests to distinct challenges nonviolent 
protest faces within the context of democratic politics. The resis-
tance to the movement showed how democracies and democratic 
publics can be surprisingly hostile to nonviolent protest, especially 
when waged on behalf of minority interests. As King noted, chal-
lenging entrenched interests inflamed and embittered resistance. 
The democratic demands of living together through crises and 
conflict require confronting head- on the moral- psychological 
dynamics of political contestation.

The structures of democratic competition and the continual 
contest for power fuel resentments, antagonism, and polarization. 
Democracy also institutionalizes competition and provides mecha-
nisms to express political dissent and effect political change. Insur-
gent movements, when they take up extra- legal forms of protest, 
challenge the legitimacy of these institutions and often elicit polar-
izing and passionate responses. They bear the burden of justifying 
the necessity of acts of dissent, agitation, and disruption. Scrutiny 
of political means is a central feature of the politics of protest, but 
this is especially so in the context of democratic politics. Nonvi-
olent protest, like all protest, becomes subject to public political 
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debate about when and whether direct action is warranted. For 
Gandhi and King, the use of excessively coercive or aggressive 
means can distract the public from seeing and engaging with the 
moral and political message of the movement. This was why the 
form of protest was so crucial for both King and Gandhi. The 
dramatization of discipline tries to cut through rancorous debate 
about the means, lessen affective resistance, and draw people’s 
attention to the underlying issues at stake. At its most imaginative 
and powerful, disciplined nonviolent protest would involve a per-
fect convergence of means and ends, with the message itself being 
mirrored in the form of protest.
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